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MEASUREMENTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 2V WITH THE UNIVERSAL STAGE
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Instituto de Fisica y Matemd.ticas,(Jn.itersid.ad,
d,eChile, Santiago,
Chile; and. Department of Mineralogy and, Petrology, Uni,aersity of
Cambrid.ge, Cambrid.ge, England..
Ansrnact
Several alternative procedures are given for calculating the optic axial angle 2V from
extinction measurements made with the universal stage. The formulae used are those derived by Garaycochea and Wittke (1963) for the calculation oI 2V from the extinction
curve of a crystal mounted on a spindle stage.

fNrnonucrrow
It is well known that it is impossibleto carry out a direct determination
ol 2V with the universal stage when neither of the optic axes can be
brought into coincidencewith the axis of the microscope.This condition
ariseswhen the optic axial plane is nearly parallel to the plane of the thin
section, but it may be encounteredalso when the obtuse bisectrix is
nearly normal to it, and the mineral has a low or moderate2V. Difficulties
in making accuratemeasurementsmay also arisewheneverit is necessary
to incline the normal to the section at angles greater than 40o to the
microscopeaxis in order to locate an optic axis; this is particularly so
when it is necessaryto make a large correction for the refractive index
differencebetweenthe crystal and the hemispheres.
In coarse-grained
rocks the problem can usually be solvedby selecting
a more suitably orientedcrystal; but occasionsarisewhen it is desiredto
determinethe optic axial angle on a particular crystal, either becauseit is
to be used subsequentlyfor refractive index determination,or becauseit
is regarded as having special importance. A graphical solution to this
problem was developedby Berek (1923)and improved greatly by Dodge
(1934),but the accuracyof theseproceduresdeclinesconsiderablywhen
the size of the optic axial angle falls much below 50". In many casesresults differing by as much as *4o from the true value may be obtained,
and with lower values of 2V even larger errors may be produced.
We have found that the formuiae derived by Garaycocheaand Wittke
(1963) for calculating the optic axial angle of a crystal mounted on a
spindle stage can also be applied very conveniently to the universal
stage,either instead of, or as a complementto, Dodge's procedures.The
data required for applying Garaycochea and Wittke's formulae may be
obtainedvery simply by making a few extinction measurements,plotting
them on the stereographicprojection of the optical orientation and then
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measuring a few angleson the projection. There are a number of alternative ways in which this can be done; theseare set out below.
Pnocoouno
First, the principal vibration directions X, Y and Zr are determined by
any of the usual procedures,and their positions are plotted on a stereographic projection. Initialiy, it is convenient to take the plane of the
projection parallel to the thin sectionand to mark on the primitive circle
the zero azimuth of the,4r axis. If possible,it is desirableto refine the
positions of these principal vibration directions either by using conoscopic methods or by means of the extinction curve method (Joel and
Muir, 1958a,p.868*870), since they act as referencepoints for all the
subsequentmeasurementsand any considerableerrors in their location
will thus lead to further errors in the value of 2V.
In some casesit may also be advisable,in order to sharpenthe extinctions, to use monochromaticlight (or at least a color filter) and a Nakamura plate; this mav improve the accuracyin the extinction readings.
In order to determine the optic axial angle, any of the following alternative procedures may then be followed.
(a) Set the universal stage into the Normal position (all axes set at
their zero positions, with,4: running N-S and,4a parallel to the E-W
crosswire).Rotate to extinction about,4s, and plot the two extinction
(vibration) directionsP and P' on the primitive circle of the projection'
Now 2V may be calculatedusingformula (7) of Garaycocheaand Wittke:
tanzyo:':'f?-99:!!-:9:Pz

YYflt

cos PX (cos PoX - cos PX cos PPn)

(1),

T h e f i v e a n g l e st h a t h a v e t o b e m e a s u r e dt o u s e t h i s f o r m u l a ( 1 ) a r e
shown in Fig. 1. No complication at all arisesif one or more of these
angles is obtuse: the correspondingnegative cosine is inserted in the
formula, leading always to a positive value for lan2 Y,.
In Fig. 1, Ps is plotted on the primitive circle at the right hand end of
the horizontal diameter since it representsthe direction of the -4aaxis
which plays the part of the spindle-stageaxis; and the sameholds for all
the projections shown in this paper except that of Fig. 4' The subscripts
attached to the referencenumbers of the formulae refer to the correspondingnumbers in the paper by Garaycocheaand Wittke. In all these
formulae, either P or P', the two plotted vibration directions,may be
taken as P.
1 We have kept the notation of Garaycochea and Wittke (1963) who kept that of
Joel and Garaycochea (1957) who in turn used the notation customary in analytic geometry. It would be most confusing to change it in the present paper as we constantly refer
and not q, F,^Y.
to the formulae of Garaycocheaand Wittke. Hence the X,y,Z
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(b) Set the universal stage into the Normal position, rotate about ,4r
to any desiredposition and set to extinction by meansof a rotation about
,46. PIot the vibration directions P and P' on the correspondinggreat
circle (Fig. 2), measurethe five anglesshown, and use formula (1) as describedin section(a) above.
The advantageof (b) over (a) occurswhen extinction on,45 is unsharp
in (a) due to low partial birefringence,or when conditions are unfavorable
for any other reason. A rotation abort Aa should then be tried to find a

Frc. 1. Determination of 2V by means of formula l withaa:0;
the five angles
to be measured are PPn, PX, PZ, PoX and PoZ.
Frc. 2. Determination of 2V by means of formula I with aq*O; the five angles
to be measured are PPo, PX, PZ, PoX and, PoZ.

wave normal where extinction is more precise.By using difierent settings
of ,4aseveral solutions for the value of 2Y mav be obtained. and these can
be averaged(seealso,Discussion).
(c) Set the universalstage into the Normal position and rotate about
,4auntil a position of extinction is reached.Plot the two vibration directions on the correspondinggreat circle:in this caseone of them will be the
point P6 itself, while the other one will be a point fl at90" from P6 (Fig.
3).r Now use formula (10) of Garaycocheaand Wittke, with the four
anglesindicatedin Fig. 3:
tan2 V, :

cos UZ cos PoZ

(2),0

cos [/X cos PoX

If the vibration direction representedby the point t/ cannot be
reached,due to the restriction of useful rotations about At to not more
than about 45o,then a different setting of l1 (or A2) rl;'aybe chosenthat
1 This point [/ is a special point of the extinction curve and it has several interesting
properties (Joel and Garaycochea, 1957; Garaycochea and Wittke, 1963).
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enables the corresponding point t/ to be reached. In this way different
directions of the rotation axis Po (An) relative to the indicatrix are seIected;a new position of Po will of coursegive rise to a different point U.
A convenient way of finding a new point [/ is to rotate about '41 to extinction with the stage in the normal position; thus the point LI will be
found on the primitive. This amounts to setting Po into coincidencewith
one of the vibration directions of Fig. 1, the other one becoming coincident with the point [/.
(d) Formula (2) can also be applied directly to vibration directions

Frc 3. Determination of 2V by means of formula 2; the four
angles to be measured are PgX, PoZ, UX and UZ'
Frc 4. Determination of 2V by means of formula 2. Po and, [/ are in this case the
two vibration directions of any given wave frontl the four angles to be measured are
P o ) { ,P o Z , U X a n d U Z .

such as the onesplotted in Fig. 2: one can think of appropriate rotations
around some of the axes of the universal stage (they need not be carried
out) that will bring one of the two vibration directions of a wavefront,
say P,into coincidencewith Ps; the other one will then becomethe point
U. Consequently, all that really need be done, after having plotted the
two vibration directions, is to label them as Po and [/ (or vice-versa) and
to measure the four angles required by formula (2) as shown in Fig' 4'
This is obviously much more convenientthan using formula (1)'
(e) Let us call Trthe point of intersection of the great circles XZ and
P6Y, Fig. 5. (Y and T, are the two vibration directions in the wavefront
PsY, that is, the two vibration directions that would be obtained if the
Y axis were brought into the plane of the microscopestage by a rotation
around .4a.)This point ?, can alsobe usedfor obtaining 2Y ;the following
formula can be applied with the three anglesshown in Fig. 5:
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cosUZ , _,
r A . n " v , :)
c o t L l aI
l;rrx
1

(s)u

(f) Once the point [/ has been located for any given setting of the
crystal as indicatedin (c) above,a point G can be determinedas the intersection of the great circlexz with the great circle of which u is the pole.l
The value of the optic axial angle may then be calcuiated by means of the

Frc. 5. Determination of 2V by means of formula 3; the three
angles to be measured are (JX, LIZ and ZTo.
Frc. 6. Determination of 2V by means of formula 4; the three
angles to be measured are poX, psZ and ZG,

following formula, using the three angular measurementsshown in Fig.
6:
l c o sP o z
tan'\z:1.-o.p"xtun
zcl

@)n

I

(g) If the points T, and G have been located as explained in (e) and (f)
above, the angle 2v may be obtained from the two measurementsshown
in Fig. 7, which further simplifies the calculation. Either of the folowins
two formulae may be used:
tanzYu:

(S),,

)tanZGcotZT,l

cos2v,- : (':. JZL:2\''
\sin (Zf , + ZG)/

(6)zo

The appropriate sign in the exponent of formula (6) must be selectedin
order to ensurea cosinewhoseabsolutevalue is not greater than 1.
(h) It is alsopossibleto useformulae (2) to (6) with no more measurements than those shown in Fig. 41 one of the two vibration directionsin
any given wave front can be taken to be the point ps (which is now no
1 The theory of this point

G has been given by Garaycochea and Wittke

(1963).
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longer on the primitive circle but in a generalposition), and the other one
becomes the point t/. The points To and G if required are then determined as explainedin sections(e) and (f).It must be rememberedthat
eachnew position of P6 givesrise,in general,to new positionsoI U, G and
Ts.
In this way, a very wide range of points can be selectedas Po without
the need of carrying out any further operations on the universal stage
(except ior Aa), that is, without changing the orientation of the ellipsoid
relative to ,4a. This range includes all the points of the extinction curve
corresponding to that particular orientation of the ellipsoid relative to

Frc. 7. Determination of 2\' by means of formulae 5 or 6, the
two angles to be measured are 7I) andZTu.

A4. (OI course,with the universal stage only part of the extinction curve
is accessible.)
If it is desiredto selectsome other directionsfor Po it becomesnecessaryto use one or more of the other axesof the stage.
Finally, and this appliesto all the procedures(a) to (h), it is useful to
remember that once tan2Yu has been calculated, the value ol 2Y, can be
obtained from the foilowing expression:
cos2V : 1-t""'

v

1*tan2V

In section (a) it was said that no complication at all arisesif one or more
of the anglesmeasured on the projection is obtuse. This holds true for all
the procedures(a) to (h). In the caseof formula (1), the corresponding
negative cosineshave to be used.As to formulae (2), (3), (4) and (5), one
may do the same, that is, use these negative cosines(and tangents and
cotangents), the final result in any case being a positive value for tan2
V,; alternatively,one may replacein them any obtuseangleby its supple-
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ment, thus avoiding negative signs altogether. No sign difficulty can arlse
out of f ormula (6).
DrscussroN
Once the principal vibration directions have been located, operations
(a) and (b) require the very minimum of manipulation of the universal
stage (hardly any), but the calculation makes use of five measurements.
The disadvantagesof these procedures lie not with the number of measurements to be taken, since these can be carried out very rapidly and
easily, but in the possibility that errors in the location of X, Y, Z and P
may afiect considerably the final value of 2V through the various arithmetical operationsof formula (1). Usually, theseprocedures(a) and (b)
can Iead to quite inaccurate results, and it is advisable to avoid them.
Procedures(c) and (e) require a little more manipulation with the universalstagelbut the calculationsusingformulae (2) and (3) are more convenient, as the measurements (four and three of them respectively) are
involved in only three and two arithmetical operations, with a consequent
increasein accuracy.
Procedures(f) and (g) make use of the point G with formulae (4), (5)
and (6). The operationsare as simple as in (c) and (e) and are in general
affected by the same type or errors since the determination of G follows
that of U.
Procedure (d) seemsto be a reasonableconipromise as to simplicity in
manipulation, plotting and calculation. It is also very versatile as it enablesone to use severalpoints Po selectedamong a wide range; and this
without having to rotate any axis of the stageexcept .4a.l
Finally, the proceduresoutlined in (h) combine the simplicity of (d), as
far as measurementsgo, with the further possibilities offered by the use
of the points T, and G.
There are thus several alternative procedures available, which afford
many checksfor the value of 2Y, and it seemsthat a good start would be
to begin with procedure(d) using formula (2) as shown in Fig. 4; several
wavefronts can be observed using the Aa axis, and their extinctions are
measuredby meansof the rotatable microscopestage,45.
As to the efiect that the experimental errors and the graphical errors
may have on the calculated value of 2V, this will depend in each formula
on the magnitudes of the angles to be measured and the trigonometric
function involved. For instance, an error of half a degree in an angle
of 86' will afiect its cosineby about 12/6, while the same error in anglesof
48o and 7o afiects the cosine by only l/6 and0.I/6respectively. The exI Consequently, one can also use the procedures (d) and (h) with extinction measurements taken on a spindle stage (a one-axis instrument).
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ample of Fig. 3 shows this clearly: in this caseP6X:ll5o, PoZ:30-5",
U X : 1 1 6 . 5 ' , U Z : 8 6 . 5 o ; s o t h a t ( f o r m u l a 2 ) t a n 2V ' : 0 . 2 7 9 , c o s 2 V ,
:0.564, 2Y,:55.7". A decreaseof half a degreein UZ increases2V by
3.2o, while the same decreasein LrX decreases2Y by only 0.4". It becomes obvious that inaccurate readings in the neighborhood of 90'
should be avoidedif formula (2) is used.Similar analysescan be made regarding the other formulae.
Some simple rules follow regarding the regionsthat should be avoided
in order to achieve acclrrate results. For instance, one should not use a
point Lr that is closeto any of the three symmetry planes of the ellipsoid.
Also, if [/ is distant from Y, the point G will be located more precisely
since the intersectionof the correspondingtwo great circleswill be more
sharply defined. If G and T, are to be used, it should be noticed that when
difierent positions of Po are chosen,G and T, will both move towards Z
or both move away from it. As it wiil be necessaryto avoid the regions
around 0o and 90of or the values of ZG and ZTr, or'emay be able to select
first a point I, on the great circle XZ and then a suitable point P6 on the
circle Y?r.
The procedures for plotting the vibration directions in the various
casesthat may arise-according to which axes of the stage are usedhave been explainedby Joel and Muir (1958a,p. 871-87a).ft is useful to
remember that in those caseswhere rotations around At and Az are required in order to achieve a suitable orientation of the indicatrix, the
subsequentplotting can be simplified by changing the plane of projection,
from the one normal to the ,4r axis, to the one normal to ,4a.
It was mentioned at the beginning of this paper that the directions of
the axesX, Y and Z of the ellipsoid have to be located first, before determining the optic axial angle 2V. However, an interesting feature of the
present method is that in order to determine the directions of the two
optic axes it is not necessaryto know which of the two bisectricesis X
and which is Z (of course,Y must be identified). Indeed, if either of the
two bisectricesis assumedto be Z, and V, is calculated,and then two
points are marked on the optic axial plane at distances V, from Z, then
these points are (except for the experimental errors) the poles of the two
optic axes. This is so becausean interchangebetween X and Z in the
formulae used for calculating V, produces a value that is the complement
of the original one. The opti. u*.. are thus determined without any
ambiguity, even without knowing whether the crystal has a positive or a
negative indicatrix.
It follows from the formulae used that if the bisectricesX and Z have
been correctly identified, the value obtained lor 2Y will be the optic axial
angle measuredaround Z.The angle will be acute or obtuse accordingto
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whether the crystal has a positive or negative indicatrix; (or vice-versa if
the bisectriceshave not been correctly identified).
B"orntua
1. Labradorite An62; phenocrysts in porphyritic basalt, St. John's
Point, County Down, Northern Ireland. 2V":81" on accurately determined readings(Muir, 1955;page551); but individual crystalsmay show
a complex form of slight zoning to more sodic compositions that may result in valuesol 2Y, as low as 77' being obtained in someparts. The crystal selectedfor study showed this zoning and had the Y axis of the indicatrix nearly normal to the plane of the thin section (at an angle of about
27" Irom the normal to the section).On this crystal extinction readings
were taken which were accurate to * half a degreeor better. The hemisphereswith n6:1.554 were usedand no refractiveindex correctionswere
required. The necessaryangular distanceswere measuredon the stereographic projection and they were used with formulae (1) to (6) as outlined in paragraphs (a), (c), (e), (f) and (g) of Pnocnnuna. The results
obtained vary between 78.2" and 79.5o.The indirect determination of
2V by Dodge's modification of the Berek method gave 2Y,:19".
2. Andalusite,for which the reported value of 2V, is 95o.A crystal was
selectedto which the direct methodsfor determining 2Y could not be applied (it turned out to have one optic axis nearly parallel to the thin section and the other one inclined to the plane of the sectionat about 29o).
Most extinction readings were accurate to * half a degreel the 1.648
hemisphereswere used and therefore no refractive index corrections were
required. Extinction readings were taken on several wave fronts, and for
each wave front the procedureoutlined in paragraph (d) was followed: P
and P' were taken to be Po and Ll, and formula (2) was used (Fig. 4). The
individual values thus obtained lor 2Y" were in the range from 93o to
98", with an average between 94o and 96o. To one of these wave frontsfor which procedure (d) gave a value of 2V, of 93o-the procedure outIined in paragraph (h) of PnocnDUREwas then applied: as one of the
vibration directions is the point U and the other one the point P6, the
points T, and G were determined. With formulae (3) to (6) the following
results were obtained for 2V,: 93.4o,93.8o,94.5oand 94.5o.As a further
check, part of 0,lls ctJtye,was then drawn using points of two extinction
curves (Joel, 1963); its semi-diameterswere 19o and 29" from which
2V,:95.5".
Rplnacrrvr h.rnax ConnpcrroNs
It is usually necessary,in order to obtain the maximum accuracy in
universal stage work, to correct for refractive index difierencesbetween
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the crystal and the hemispheres.However, no correction is required if
and the difference ln"-nnl
both the maximum birefringence (l-")
between the averageindex ra"of the crystal and the index nn of the hemispheresare lessthan about 0.03, provided that tilts of no more than20"
are used; under theseconditionsthe deviation of a wavenormal on passing from the crystal to the upper hemisphereis never more than 0.6o,
generally much less.Where the necessityfor refractive index correction
arises,a distinction should be be made between crystals of low and high
birefringence.The application of this correction to the plotting of the
vibration directions has been discussedby Joel and Muir (1958a, p.
8 7 4 ; 1 9 5 8 b ,p . 8 8 1 - 8 8 2 ) .
The applicationof the correctionis quite a simple matter if the crystal
has a sufficiently low birefringence to allow the estimated average index
to be used, especiallywhen the,42 axis is not used, since inclinations
around ,4aonly need then be corrected;the plotting in this caseis made
easierif insteadof applying the correctionto the stereogramit is made to
the Aq setting of the stage,in the oppositesense,in order to make use of
one of the great circlesinscribedon the net.
With crystals of high birefringencesignificant errors may be incurred
by using an assumed average index, and ideally the correction to the
wavenormal should be applied separatelyfor the two vibrations, each
with its correctrefractiveindex. If theseindicescannot be estimatedmore
accurately than 10.01 by means of an approximate knowledge of the
principal refractive indices and the orientation of the indicatrix, or by
other means, then the averageindex must be used; this will affect the
accuracyof any individual measurement,but the final'errors can be reduced by reading the extinction positions for several wavefronts and
calculating 2V ior each of them.
CoNcr-usroNs
Several alternative proceduresfor calculating the angle 2V from extinction measurementsmade on the universalstagehave been described
and discussed.They work well even when the optic axial plane lies close
to the plane of the thin section,as shown by the examples.
The great advantagesof having a number of alternative procedures
are that more than one of them may be applied to any problem for any
given orientation of the ellipsoidrelative to Aq; and that any singleproceduremay be applied with different orientationsof the ellipsoidselected
in turn by means of rotations about any of the axes of the stage other
than Aq. (The plotting will be simpler if I r is used for this purpose.)In
this way many checksare available for the final value of 2Il.
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